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1. SUMM.t\H. Y : Is a stat e sU-d.u t c unconstitutiona l hccause it 1nakcs 
'\ 
•. ·· ,:, t\·L0 1t cl c t <l,l d R 1I · c \ ib·:1 c·on1:n,•n,·,:cl :;1 p,lr;,t,• ;-,cti.ons in th,: ·1'l . D . _·; { . . ,cl 
!•;.n . NY , .ccspcvt · ,,· ly . Th,~ C,1SCS \'.'<'Cl' ll,·,1n! lr:,gvtl,,~r Ly a -,jq'.c, 1,.- ,'.r,,· _:, 





ciLizcnsbip or intent to acquire citiz,:11sliip a condition for r<"!ceiving cducaLiona l 
Iin;rncia l assistance? (No . 76-208 ). T{ r-o , did the nc err by holding that a 
,rn ,,1ey judgn1ent agai 1 st the New York :'Late IIighcJ: Education Services 
Co1 po ration (NYSIIESC ) was b.1 rrcd by the J-<-:levrnth .i\1nenchnent ? (No . 7 5- l 809 ). 
?, • FACTS AND BOLDING J'-ELUW : :\1::i.uclct and Rabinovitch arc 
L"<':,i(lent ;dicns . They were denied cc1u,:,d.ional financia l assistance solely 
~ 
)ccause they failed to n1cet the reguircincnts of New York Education Law 
§661(3 ) (McKinney ' s Supp . 1()75 ), which providLs th;clt an "-pplic3nt must eithe r 
be a U . S . cit i ze n, or be an applicant fo r citizenship , or if ineligible fo r 
citizrnship 1nust subrnit a staterncnt of intent t o seek cit i zenship as soon a s 
qualified . They corrnnenced SLparatc actions in the Eastern and \\Testern Distric ts 
of New York . Mauclet (W . D . NY ) sought only injunctive and declaratory relief 
agains t enforcen1ent o f the statute . Rabinovi.tch ( F: . D. NY ) additionally scueht 
a1nagcs for awards denied in prior years on aL'•.::ount u{ the :-'i.;1tute . 
The cases were consolirlate d before a sing l e 3-J D C . Citing_Q._3:.aham. v . 
Richardson , 403 U . .S . 365 (1971 ), the DC he l d that the classification l1ere in 
question was based on alie:nage and hence \'uls "inherently suspect i:-1,cl :-;u!)j, ,·t --
--- --·-----·- ----------
,:, Con[inut•rl. 
n'1Hlcrcd : as lo "\t;_\H'l,-L on L•~,,h . l l, l 1J'l6 in llic 1V. D . NY , ancl as lo H., 1 i:1,J, ·1, h 
in the E . D . NY on l\'1arch 29 , 1<)'16 . An appea l \\as filed in the 1V . D . NY un \12, ch 
12, 1()76 , and in the E. D . NY on May 26 , 19 76. No action was taken as t o 
either, ... :,<! ,,11Li l July lC), 1)'16 wL,·n appcll2nts ::.;011£)it an ext. nsion of li111c lo 
'nc \. :L tli, _ir .~ 1,pca l '.o ;,i,, C,J11rt. 1\r 1)<'JJ.,,,, 1\L1uclc.t :u gu,;s lhz-t l)y t:1c:n t 1 .,, 1 ' ,,,, 
for a1 p,, 1 i:1 Lis 2,-ti,,n h 0 cl i 111 , 2n d h,'.llL'<! l11e :' 1 peal is u11li11H'ly . Tlit! J11ci), 'ic-
tional Staten1ent m<1.kcs no reference to t11is pro1)lc1n , sin1ply referring lo the 
\If arch ?. c}t h ju c1gn1cnt as the judgrn c nt below . This j uclg n1ent ( r epro du C(' cl J 1, ci s 
:-;t,·111, J1t ;1t JC)a ) in fact !wars lhe c,,iJti( 11 ()r huth_thc I< . n . NY and "\V. D. 8Y. , :, <I 
1
..1Ct1 l•~j L11•"! ~;igrc.tturl! cf :--1 11 tlli.Cl~ j1..1c!r.:,,·s . ... r I gtt,:~;s \T..~ou]d l)C lh~1t t11i~) j·~ 1,"'.'. ·nt 
1p(•r:;c•d1 d 1.hc~ c,, L ! 0 ('.J.' O,'e f'lcd in thG \V. [) . NY . Tn ;1ny ca•;r , 1..1,~ ,,1 ,·c,i iu•1 ,if 
'i11,e i~, not j11risdi,li.0Pal , 3.nd at le::1.st as to H.,1l1inovitch there is no ,1 :,· ,li.,;1 





~o dose judicial scrutiny . 11 It lhcn conc:lntlr;cl that lhr: ckfcndants had fo.ih:tl to 
nr:(~t tbcir heavy burden of justifying the :a~,,.tut c , l< l that the :3taiuic was 
'1 c 1·(~fo1·c nnconstitu1..iona l. The DC did not pa•:;::; on plaintiffs I clain, that §661(3 ) 
\~oL tc<l lhe snp1cin;:1cy clause . 
'.L'}1c l)C cnj<Jin,·c1 cnforccuwnt of 
,, 
Ll1 C! ' alt1tc onlering 1..he :.;tate to process 
pJ.1i11til"(s 1 p, 11ding financial aid, ppli,•;11icns . 'J'bis 111lly satisfied 7\1anclet 1 s 
cl;dn, for relie f. The D C , however , clcnic,tl R,1bin:Jvitch 1 s clai1n fo r 1nonclary 
relief , l0 olding such relief barred by the l•: lcventh l\ nwndn,rnt. P-_deln1an v . 
_J~rdan, 4-15 U . S . 65 1 (1')74). 
No . 7 5 -1809 is Ra binoviic h 1 s appea l from tha t portion of the DC j udgment 
1/ 
<l< ,1yin g 1 i1n n10ncy damages . No . 76- 208 is the slate I s appea l frorn the orde r 
c,1joining the st:ilute . 
3 . CON'l'ENTIONS : ~io.:_ 75-_180.2._ - - (a ) NYESHESC i s an entity separate 
fron1 the! stale of NY , nncl hence the DC <'n·cd in fl,trying appt n1oney clan1agcs ; 
(b ) 42 US C §198 1 and / or the Fourteenth Arn.cndn1r:n t expressly au1..horiz.e suit s 
~or r,oJH"!Y d.1rn;i.gcs agains t the slates . 
No . '16-108 -- The DC en:ed in 1'mploying a strict scrutiny sianclard in 
asf,essing tbe constitulioEality of §661 (3 ) . 
4. n1scus~;1uN : ;\Yo. '16-?0~ -- The thrust of the 1;ta1.T 1 S aq~urncnt is i_-1, tt 
the classification here in yucstion Joes not separat e rtliC'ns on the one h::1nd an d 




'I' he L c n n 1 1 ,_ t ;:it c 1 1 i s 11<; ( cl 1 o o s c 1 y to d < ,.., c i- i l > e E w ·, 1 cl Ny q u i : ; t , C o J n 1 n i : :, i , H, e L' u f 
) ' -'c~c,'1.i.c 'r, t] C lr.li'.'('!"~;ily Jf New Yu1k, -!Y: 11,,::;c, ")I'd a l•o•;t of'\ 
a: 1 ,1 PL:-; . ,/l, ihcr th('SC pa1ti,'s ;1~·(; i 1 r,ct t 11e :·t,.te i:s , of co\.n:;e , 
ch,llll ngcd IY)' R,tvinovitch in N'o . 15 -ltiJC) . 
(' C l!, 111 ,1 
, . 









- - 1-- -
i11t1'J1t1ing to es t ab li s h c--i li :,;cns hip -- h o111 ,1nolh1~ r cl ass (lf peopl e cons i st i n g 
o f ci ti :,;cns , as we ll as o f ,) li ens w ho in t en d to b co1nc cit i :;,cn s . T h e y argu e 
Lhat 11 [0 ]nee aliens a r c cornb inc J. wilh cit i 1/,< ns , a:.; (1,cy a rc und e r NYEL §6 61 (3 ), 
i lu: y rt1·c no t a ' d i sc1·ctc and i nsu l ar n,in,.n-ily ' . . . . , ·,d no b as is ex i s t s f o r 
11 , ·g1ilcn,·d j udicia l solici t u d e ." J ,uis Slatvn'c ,1 t ;,t 8 . ppts c it e in supp o r t 
j\,f.-,l t lww:3 v. n ; ;i_ :,; , N o . 73 - 10 4 6 , -14 U . S. L. W . -17'18 (U . S . J un e l, 197 6) w h e re 
the C our t l as t t erm up b c lcl tha t portio n o f 1. h c \ l cj,'l~ · c A c t r es t r i c ting ce rta i n 
\. fo r fiv e o r mo re y ea rs . 
JCncfit s to cit i zens an d t o pcrn-wnC'nL .1.·esidcn t a li ens \,ho bavc li ve d in lhc US 
T he C ourt h e l d, "it i s unques t ionably reaso n a b l e fo r 
C ong r ess to n1;ikc a n a l ien ' s e ligibility d e p en d on b oth the c--har;1.c l c r a nd the 
1turati on o f hi s residenc e .... [C]i ti zcns and tho s e w ho arc inos t l i k e c iti zen s 
qualify. Those \v ho cl.l."C l e s s like c i ti zens do not. 11 Id . a t 1 15 3 . 
I portion of the Dia ½ opinion whic h dbtingu i ,ks Grnhnm v . l\ichn , ,Jc.on b y und•»· · 
I 
--- ----- - ·-
\Vh a l cvc .1.· suppo rt app t s d er i ve L· o1n Lb c a b ove i s , h oweve r , ,1 n d c r cut by lha t 
2 I 
scor i n g the s p e cia l pow e rs o f lhe f e d e r a l g ov 't v ilh res p e ct to a li e ns . In fa c t, 
G ~h,,m v . _R.i_c h ar J.~~n_'._ ~ holc1ing tLat :s t a te s t a t u t es clas s i{yin g persons o n the b, s is 
o f .-l l i ' uag e arc t,u l)j C'c t to st:ci, t j uc' i l"i;-i l sc1ntiny \V<JS rc;i.ff i rrnc d l as t lcr1n i n 
l<~xarn i n i.nf! B ~~r d ~f_Xnginee~-~ v . :~~ Otc~ ~ ' N o . 71 -1? 6 7, 4 4 U . S . L . 1\T . 489 0 , 189 9 
(U . S . June 17 , 19'16 ). 
2 / 
"~n:~ufa r :1•, ·L~tc w,,Jr,tre 1 o l icy is conc<'rne <'l , there is litt l e , i f any, b:1s i s fo r 
L J. •' <• ( ~ 1 g p, L • • , , ·, \" ho ·1 i. c , i ti,, , · n s l' f , 1 o 1 : 1 ,: .1.· : ' i,_ · t c c Ii ff c .c c r ll y f CH n !:-1 c r .· o 11 :o v.' 1 o 
.;1.•c ,_it",, ;l., ,) f ,q1otL~1.· (uu .1Ll)r . 13 th :._;lonps ;1.rc non--cili.z1'ns ;is fa r 2s the ~_-t, ;,.; ' s 
interes t in adn1ini·,lci-ing i ts we lfare progran1s arc conccn1c d . Thu s , a di\· i ~;ion b ) 
a Stat e o f t he calc!,ory o f pc .1.·:;ons \Vho a rc not c iti :,;en s of tha t S i. a le in to ~.:u b-
,~-•lcio.1. ics of U i · t,·cl ~-'L.tC's cil i. z,·ns ;11Hl a l iens h;-1.s no <1ppar0nt j 11siti'.\1d · ,)11 , wh,:L·••~ 
l cc; '"1
1
~ .. rabl.(: ,; 1,t:,si[ic,lt:ion by lhc F,'.dc,,d c;u\, JI n,, tis a ro1,tinc ,Pd ,.e,s,.' lly 
l,•.;it;,-0<1Le p.11·t of its bu!;inc3s ." 





'_.! • ·:.r.,. v\ -~✓ 
./ 
- --5-
I This case can,J owcvc ,:, be di,;tinguishcd fro,,, the Graham line of cases rn 
\lwo in,portant respects . First , the si.a te here docs no t i1npose upon a n 
individua l disabilities on the ha:;is of an cxtcrn;i_lly i 111posc cl classification ove r 
\ wh ich he has no contro l; eve, yunc C"" choose which side of the statutory line 
he falls on , and literally everyone cc1n qu:i.lify for financia l aid by cornpleling 
l 
l 
eithe r a citizenship application or a :3 Latc,ncnt of intention to heco1ne a 
r·ilL-.cn . ~~)rnpare-2 Examining_ Boa~.c.:l._ of_Jfngi:!1.c<:_r_~ v . ge_Qter~ St'..E_l~ (Puerto Ric o 
statute permitted only US citizens to practice privately as Livi. 1 eng i rcers ); In re 
Griffith, 4 12 U.S . 717 (1973 ) (rn.er:nbersh ip in s t a te bar lirnited to cit i zens ); Sugarrn:1 
~ - -- ---
v . pougall , 4 13 U.S. 634 (1 973 ) (participation in state ' s competitive civi l service 
limited lo cit i zens ); <;;ra~an~ v . ~_i._charclson, ~u2__ra (welfare benefits denied to 
aliens who have no t resided in the s l ate a 1,1ininmrn nun1be r o f years ); '_Iaka12_<:::_01~ v . 
_;Fis12._ & G2.1:n~_S<?21irn 'n, -334 U.S . 410 (1 958 ) (state statute denied fishing li cense s 
lo pc csons "indigiblc to citi:;,,~nship 1 ' ). Tbe statutes struck down in these ca13c s 
saddle d certain individuals w ith disadvantages o n the basis of characteristics 
,vhich they could not change . Suc h cliscrin1inai.i on , like discrirninai.ion on the 
basis o f race , invo l ves the 111anifc, t unfairness uf pu,1i:~hjng sO1ncone fo r 
s orne' '1 ing over which b c has no con i ro l. The rnaU.e r, it s cen-1 s, is substantially 
diif,~1c ,l , .. hcr<' , ;:is l'cr<" , ,•,Hh, ,'i~li,:, nl fur i'in--,,1,-i,il ,1i d could , if he chos<' , 
1nect the criteria o f the statute . 
Tbc scco,H1 fac1or di:3i.i1'L;ui.:;h ' 11g lhis case Irmn those cited above is the 
inlc:ce~,t uf the :;i.;)te . 'J'his is lo assure Llnt tbo:ic who obtain a free cdnca1ion 
-
a t stzitc cxpcn__;e 1cn1ain in the slate , or a t l east in the United States , to przi clice 
.( 
:ht.: ·r n, w :,kill<; . 'L'lii:, i 1lr J."•':ji. is -,,L : 1, .. , lly iini:c ,1,.r, ,::::ible th 0·11 c. t( . the 






t. \...-C note ?) s12__p:1:_a . Whi l e the line Jr;i,wn is no t a p<: dect on e , · i t <loc s 
s1;e1n to 1·,:{io,1·illy furt h e r the s t a t c 1s obj(•<.:tivc . Tt i;1ands t o reason tha t 
in di\ i.dua l s who arc citi:,;c•ns , o L" who a re ,·oi ninii kd to the i,lc;i o f be corning 
citi:,,(•ns , arc n'ore likely to rc1nain in il1is counL y th.111 ind.i.vidu;i l s whose tic s 
5 I 
to t 1,c•ir c0i,11t r y of ociiin ;i.rc so i~trong th.:it thC;y cl,oosc 11ot to sever then,. . 
:'.'.1or,'ovc r, the hcn,,fit here clc'nicrl , ,,clucationa l financia l assistance , does not 
.Ca ll within thil t fonda.111,'.n[a l c;,,h,gory invo lving the abi lity to ear n a li ving w h ic h 
has been the ob j ect o f i;pcc i a l i,nli<·i1.uclc b y the Cour t . Sec de Oter o...! _s~ra_, 
-14 U .S . L . W. a t 490 0 . 
3 / 
That the Cour t wi ll close l y cxarninc the t ype o f s t ate int eres t invol ve d in 
testing the validity of a. c l assifi cati o n based o n a lienage is n1adc clea r , ~g_: 
in Matthews v . D iaz , No . 73 - 104 6 , 14 U.S . L . W . 4 7 4- 8 , 1754 n . 24 (U. S . J un e 
1, 1976 ) : 
4 / 
\Ve h ave l eft op<.;n the <1ncstion \vhcib,'.r a .'":1, tc n,ay p.1:0-
hibit a li ens fron1 holding ,~ l ccti,c or irnpo.dant non-elective 
posit ion s o r \Vhet h e r a St a t e 1nay , in s01uc c i rcu111stanccs , con-
side r t h e a li en s t a t u s of a n app li cant o r crnp loyec in 1naki n g a n 
j•,di\-idualizcd t'rnp l oynir~nt decision . Sec :Su_g~~·11nn_ v . Do11_g:l l~ 
1 3 lT. S . 6 3 1-, 6-t 6 -6 4 9 . T n r ~~ G _!:: _i ff it 11 ,_ 41 3 U. S . 11 'I, · I 2 8 - 7 2 9 
,ncln . 2 1. 
'\1.:iuc l e t, for cxainp l c , has reside d in NY since 1969 , is rnarricd to a n 
'\111cric,·n t'iti:,,1 n a11d is L11c f:1tlwr of :111 J\,11c,·ic ,• n ,·i1i:,;c-n . f{;1,bi11ovit,:h ]ids 
resided in N Y i,incc 1 <)61 . 
5 / 
It app,•:1.rs that beth :ippdlccs ' r<'2:;on fn1.· r<'{using to 2pp ly for A1ncrican 
, ·ii, j :,;, ni·hip is 1c'lucta,1c,~ to 3i\C \1 1) tl1L.ir curr,·nt citizr nsh ·p -- Frc rw h fo 1.· 
























T h e interp l a y of ll1ese f;:1ctors -- the c l cn1cPt o f in<l i viclua l cho i ce ;:,s a 
bas i s of t h e classific;.ition , the fac t t.ha t a sub:;t;1n1.:izd an d l cgitin1,, t e · tate 
i nterc!:i t i s invo l vr d , ancl t h e fac t tl1,1t the Lkprivation i s no t a funLlan1ent a 1 
one - - prc::;enls a quC;stinn sufficicuUy di:,tingui sl1ablc f rorn pdo r decision s 
"0 ;1:3 to ll"'(!t·it p l ,~nr11y ron'·ich.:r;.~tion 1.Jy the Co ic t. I wuulfl therefore note 
6 / 
1).1.01,ab l c ju.1 i "<1ici..ion as to No . 76-208 . 
N o . 7 5 -180 9 : In }' ib'.;£'.:"l. t r i c k v . B it ze r , No . 75 -25 1, -1 4 U.S . L . Vf . 5 120 
(U.S . J une 29 , 19 '1 6 ), the C ou.c t hcl rl that congress n1ay ;i lHogatc lhe :;tc1tc ' s 
i rn1nunity und e r t h e Eleventh An1e:nd1nent throug h s p ecific l egis latio n . Appe llan t 
Rabi novitc h woul d extend tha t ho l d i ng to thi s case by arguing th a t 4 2 U.S. C . 
i 
§1981 and / or the F ourteenth A 1ncnclnwnt constitute i mp l ic it congressiona l 
·.uthoriz:ation f o r a da111a.ge ren1e uy an d t h a t "[t ]here f o re ... the f edera l 
-·~:mrts shou ld be free t o · awar d t he t raditiona l, rcn1edy o f d an1age s aga ins t 
I 
:ate in equa l pro t c,·tion cas,::s wlicd-: , , s hc.1·c , ! rn· h .1·clicI i s essentia l to 
id rcss t he inju r y suffered and t o ckte r future \ io lations o f t h e Arncnd mc11t. 11 
ppc:: ll ce s cl a i1nc d in t he D C tha t §6 (11(3 ) a l s o viola t e d the supr emacy 
use b y intcrf c:;: i n g \v i t h t h e conr 1: css i. ona l sc h cn1e for i1n1ni g r a tion and 
11r;i.Jization . Because the D C reso l ve d t h e equa l protection issue in favo r 
ti 1Jcllecs i.t did not 1n l c 011 this C<_,rtc 1C, n. \11)r•]Jees t<· 1 cw tbis ;1rgu -
1t in the i1.· 111otion to ;:iffirin qu,)1i1,g p, C"_,1°~~ v . l>i,-a.! No . '/1 88 7-, '1 -1 
. L . W . 4 2 3 5 (U.S . F e b . 25 , 197 6 ) fo r t h e p.1opo:oitiDn tha t " s t a te 
1l ation not congres1,ionZt lly sanctione d t h a t d i scr i minat es ;1.ga in s t a li e ns 
11llf t:1·1iil<'d to ihe: c,,, 11.ry i:, i1•1rc 11i,·:,ib l c if it irnpo,,cs ;iclrlitiona l 
1 





'l'his ,vould extend }."itzpatrick far in<1,,,~<J , blowing a subsi.anlial hole into 
the Eleventh A1nC'ndn)ent . 
Petr ' s oi.her co1~tcntion is that a 1noncy j 1d:;1,1c nt ai_;ains t NYSIIFSC , an 
th~p, n,knt, sU1.te created educati(wal uirpo,·,•1 · on fu11dc d by the slate , is 
, '>ta ju 1 g11 1:-nt ;ig,1ins t i.hc stdte [or 1'\.l 1 poses of Lhc Elc\'cnth A1ncndn1cnt. 
'1_'he cour t will probably slwd ..;01ne li;sht on this nnbj,oct in 1vft. Healthy Schoo l 
- ----· - --
Be]. v . :p~y l e , No . 75-1278 . I woulrl , therefore , hold this appeal for M t . 
Hc;i_lthy~.: If jurisdiction is noted in No . '/ 6- ·os , this c2..sc should also be 
~- held for that. 
There are rnotions to aHirrn . 
10 / 4 / 76 
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No. 76-208, Nyquist v. Mauclet 
On the question of standing in this case, I 
do not think either appellee has standing to challenge 
the loan provision, since neither applied for a loan 
under that provision and neither may be qualified for 
a loan in other respects than alienage. This seems 
to be an article III problem, since neither can demonstrate 
injury in fact. 
But the standing question is in my view completely 
inconsequential in this case. It deserves no more than 
a footnote. Whate~er the court decides with respect to 
the grant provsions will be dispositive with respect to 
the loan provisions. Justice Rehnquist's comments at 
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No. 76-208, Nyquist v. Mauclet 
This seems to me to be a difficult case to 
analyze and to decide. The question is whether it 
violates equal protection to deny higher educational 
scholarship assistance to aliens who prefer not to 
become citizens. I am inclined to think that there 
is an equal protection violation, and that the DC should 
be affirmed. 
I would not affirm, however, on the ground that 
discrimination against aliens as a class is involved, 
requiri ng strict judicial scrutiny. The reason~ 
alienage is a suspect classification is that alienage 
is a status that requires a number of years to escape, 
or in some cases that is inescapable. A classification 
based on alienage is in essenc~ a classification based 
on past national allegiance, an attribute that an individual 
cannot readily discard. That is why aliens can be characterized 
as a "discrete and insular minority." 
Here, the class ification is based on present 
national affinity, and the analysis should therefore 
begin with the question whether affinity to a nation other 
than the United States is a fundamental right. I would 
be inclined to say that it is. The freedom to associate 
protected by the First Amendment does not stop at our 
national borders. This is not to say that the interests 
of the federal or state governments may not be far 
greater in regulating international association than 
internal association. It is only to say that the in-





weighs as much, on that side of the First Amendment 
scales, as the interest in retaini ng affininty to the 
Democratic Party , or to the Teamsters, or to the NAACP. 
2. 
The i mplications of this view are very different 
for the states than for the federal government. The 
powers of the federal government i n the<field of 
immigration and naturalization are such that courts 
~ 
will not test its regulations implicating fundamental 
rights of aliens "by balancing its justification against 
••• First Amendment interests . II Fiallo v. Bell , 
slip at 8 , quoting Kleindienst v. Mandel, 408 U.S., at 769-770. 
But whatever power the states have in this area is 
merely supplemental and I would suppose that a state's 
regulation or burdening of an alien's rights of association 
or affinity would have to be justified by a compelling 
interest -- just as if it were discriminating against 
aliens as a class. On this basis strict scrutiny would 7 
be appropriate and the DC jusgment should be affirmed . 
There are two state interests involved in this 
case. First , the state has an interest in restricting 
educational benefits to persons who intend to use their 
enhanced educations within the state for the state's 
benefit 
drain". 
an interest , if you will, in avoiding a '~rain 
That interest is not rationally served by 
the requirement of affinity to the United States. The 
state concedes that the disadvantaged class is the , . ..1 .. 
,, ,, ~
class of permanent resident aliens: there is no reason ~~ 
to believe that persons in that class are more likely ~ 
to leave New York than either citizens of the United 
~? 






76-208, Nyquist v. Mauclet 
The most pertinent cases recognizing that 
Communist Party affiliation is protected by the 
First Amendment are: United States v. Robel, 389 
U.S. 258 (1967)(Congress cannot constituticmlly bar 
members of the Communist Party from employment in private 
defense establishments important to national security); 
Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589 (1967)( New 
York cannot constitutionally bar members of the Communist 
Party from public employment); Elfbrandt v. Russell, 
384 U.S. 11 (1966)(Arizona canno t constitutionally require 
state employees to swear that they are not members of an 
organization which has as one of its purposes the violent 
overthrow of the government); Wieman v. Updegraff, 344 
U.S. 183 (1952)(0klahoma cannot require state employees 
to state that they are not members of any organization 
that the US Attorney General has classified as a communist 
-,'( 
fro nt or subversive organization). 
Char lie 
* Cf. Cole v. Richardson, 405 U.S. 676 (1972)(Massachusetts 
~ constitutionally require state employees to swear that 
tliey will uphold and defend the state and federal constitu-
tions and that they will "oppose the overthrow of the gov-
ernment of the United States of America or of this Common-






The second state interest is the interest in 
residing in New York 
encouraging c!_liens/to become citizens of the United ---- ....---.. 
States and therefore of New York State. I believe this 
is a legitimate state interest. The states are part. 
of a national union and have a traditional and important 
interest in encouraging respect for and allegiance to 
that union. The interest is similar to the interest 
that justifies state laws making it criminal to desecrate 
the national flag. Cf. Spence v. Washington, 418 U.S. 405 
(1974)(1eaving open the validity of this state interest). 
But I doubt that the interest in encouraging citizenship 
can jus tify the classification at issue in this case. 
The s ame interest was rejected in bothGraham v. Richardson 
and Sugarman v. Dougall, both of which involved efforts 
by states to provide state benefits (welfare and jobs) 
only to citizens. Although this case i nvolves a more 
finely tuned effort to encourage citizenship, the result 
of the fine tuning is to confront directly the associational 
interest described above. Since Congress -- the primary 
regulator in the f i eld ~has declined to discourage permanant 
resident alien status on the part of persons who qualify 
for that condition, the state's interest cannot be viewed 
as compelling. 
If you reject the view that associational interests 
are at stake, I think you could reverse the DC on the ground 
that encouraging citizenship i s an important state interest 





- - 4 . 
argument to the contrary would be a preemption argument: 
Congress has seen fit to treat permanent resident aliens 
in the same manner as it treats citizens, see, e.g. 
Mathews v. Diaz, 426 U.S., at 80, and the states cannot 
discourage what Congress has seen fit to encourage. 
I think you could come out either way -if strict scrutiny 
is not required. 
C.A. 
• • ·-
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v. Districts of New York. 
Jean-Marie Mauclet et al. 
[May -, 1977] 
~ 
~~ 
MR. JusTICE BLACKMUN delivered the opinion of the Court. '1~ -,1,.. ~ ~ 
New York, by statute, bars certain resident aliens from state ~ ~ 
financial assistance for higher education. New York Educ. .L... 
Law § 661 (3) (McKinney Supp. 1976). This litigation pre-~
sents a constitutional challenge to that statute. 
I 
New York provides assistance, primarily in three forms , 
to students pursuing higher education. 'The first type is the 
Regents college scholarship. These are awarded to high 
school graduates on the basis of performance in a competitive 
examination. §§ 605 (1) and 670. Currently, in the usual 
case. a recipient is entitled to $250 annually for four years of 
study without regard to need. §§ 670 (2) and (3)(b). 1 The 
second and chief form of aid is the tuition assistance award. 
These are noncompetitive; they are available to both graduate 
1 There also 11!'l· o1 hN speeial eompetitive a.wards : Regents professional 
Nlucat ion in nursing scholar.;hips, l\. Y . Educ. Law §§ 605 (2) and 671 
(!\foKinn f'y Supp. 1976) ; Regents professional education in medicine or 
dP nti~tr~· ~cholarships, §§ 605 (3) and 672; Regents physician shortage 
,-;ehohir~hips, §§ 605 ( 4) and 673: Regents war veteran scholarships, 





NYQUIST v. MAUCLET 
and undergraduate students "enrolled in approved program~ 
and who demonstrate the ability to complete such courses.' 
'§§ 604 (1) and 667 (1). · The _amount of the award depend~ 
on both tuition and income. ' The ceiling on assistance was 
$600, although it has been increased for undergraduates to 
' I 
$1,500. § § 66 7 ( 3) and ( 4). The third form of assistance is 
the student loan. §§ 680-684. ' The loan is guaranteed by th~ 
~tate; a borrower meeting certain income restrictions is en-
' ptled to favorable interest rates and generally to an interest-: 
free grace period of at least nine months after he completes or 
terminates his course of study. Id., §§ 680, 682 (2) and (3).2 
There are several genera.I restrictions on eligibility for par-: 
ticipation in any of these programs. § 661.3 The instant dis-:. 
pute concerns § 661 (3). That subsection provides: 
"Citizenship. An applicant (a) must be a citizen of 
the United States, or (b) must have made application 
to become a citizen, or (c) if not qualified for citizenship, 
must submit a statement affirming intent to apply for. 
United States citizenship as soon as he has the qualifica::. 
tions, and must apply as soon as eligible for citizenship, 
or ( d) must be an individual of a class of refugees pa-
roled by the attorney general of the United States under 
2 The loa.n program is largely subsidized by the Federal Government. 
See 20 U. S. C. §§ 1071 to 1087-2. (In fiscal 1976 the federal expenditure 
for New York's loan program was $67,208,000 and the State contributjon 
was $9,466,000. Brief for Appellants 8 n. -, and 17 n . - .) Although 
it apprars that federal administrators have not lodged objections to the 
State's practice of disqua.Jifying certain resident aliens, see App. 82, the 
federal standards would make eligible for assistance an alien student wh~ 
' •i:; in the United States for other than a temporary purpose and intends 
to become a permanent resident thereof." 45 CFR § 177.1 (a) ( 1976). 
.i Among these, and not the subject- of cha.llenge here, is a modest durn-
tional residenc? requirrmPnt. § 661 (5) . See flanr]is v. Kline. 412 U.S. 
441 (1973 ); $tarns v. Malk~rson, 401 U. S, 985 (1~71), a.ff'g 326 F . Sut>l?, 
234 ()\1ind. 1~70). 
• 
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3 
his parole authority pertaining to the admission of aliens 
to the United States." 4 
The statute obviously serves to bar from the assistance 
programs the participation of all aliens who do not satisfy its 
terms. Since many aliens, such as those here on student 
visas, may be precluded by federal law from establishing a 
permanent residence in this country, see, e. g., 8 U. S. C. § 1101 
(a )( 15) (F) (i); 22 CFR §41.45 (1976), the bar of §661 (3) 
is of practical significance only to resident aliens. The Court 
has observed of this affected group: "Resident aliens, like 
citizens, pay taxes, support the economy, serve in the Armed 
Forces and contribute in myraid other ways to our society." 
In re Griffiths, 413 U. S. 717, 722 (1973). 
II 
Appellee Jean-Marie Mauclet is a citizen of France and 
has lived in New York since April 1969. He has been a per-
manent resident of the United States since November of that 
year. He is married to a United States citizen and has a child 
by that marriage. The child is also a United States citizen. 
App. 49. Mauclet by affidavit stated: "Although I am pres-
ently qualified to apply for citizenship and intend to reside 
permanently in the United States, I do not wish to relinquish 
my French citizenship at this time." 5 Id., at 50. He applied 
for a tuition assistance award to aid in meeting the expenses 
of his graduate studies at the State University of New York 
at Buffalo. Because of his refusal to apply for United States 
4 Section 661 (3) replaced former § 602 (2) of the State's Education 
Law, in effect at. the times appellees' complaints were filed. 1974 N. Y. 
Laws c. 942. Clause (d) was added after the commencement• of the suits. 
1975 N. Y. Laws c. 663, § 1. Since clause (d) serves to make a class of 
aliens eligible for aid without regard to citizenship or intent to apply for 
ci tizenship, its inclusion serves to undermine the State's arguments as to 
t.he purposes served by the first three clauses. Seen . 13, infra. 
5 In order to become a United States citizen, Ma.uclet would be required 
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citizenship, his application was not processed. Id., at 49~50. 
Appellee Alan Rabinovitch is a citizen of Canada. He was 
admitted to this country in 1964 at the age of nine as a perma-
nent resident alien. He is unmarried and, since his admission, 
has lived in New York with his parents and a younger sister, 
all of whom are Canadian citizens. He registered with Selec-
tive Service on his 18th birthday. He graduated in 1973 
from the New York public school system. Id., at 68, 71. As 
a result of a commendable performance on the competitive 
Regents Qualifying Examinations, Rabinovitch was informed 
that he was qualified for, and entitled to, a Regents college 
scholarship and tuition assistance. He later was advised, 
however, that the offer of the scholarship was withdrawn 
since he intended to retain his Canadian citizenship. Id., at 
69, 25. Rabinovitch entered Brooklyn College without finan-
cial aid from the State. He states that he "does not intend 
to become a naturalized American, but ... does intend to 
continue to reside in New York." Id., at 65. 
Mauclet and Rabinovitch each brought suit in United States 
District Court (Mauclet in the Western District of New York 
and Rabinovitch it} the Eastern District), alleging that the 
citizenship bar of § 661 (3) was unconstitutional. The same 
t hree-judge court was convened for each of the cases. Sub-
sequently, it was ordered that the cases be heard together. 
App. 45. After cross motions for summary judgment, the 
District Court in a unanimous opinion ruled in appellees' 
favor. It held that § 661 (3) violated the Equal Protection 
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment in that the citizenship 
requirement served to discriminate unconstitutionally against 
resident aliens. 6 406 F. Supp. 1233 (WDNY and EDNY 
,; Other courts also have held that discrimination against resident aliens 
in rhe distribution of educat,ional assistance is impermissible. See, e. g., 
Chapman v. Gerard, 456 F. 2d 577 (CA3 1972); Jagnandan v. Giles, 379 
F Supp. 1178 (ND Miss. 1974), appealed on damages and aff'd, 538 F . 2g 
: [ fi(i (CA5 1976), cert . pending, No. 76-832. 
I 
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1976). Its enforcement was enjoined in separate judgments. 
App. 103, 106. 
Appellants-the various individuals and corporate entities 
r-esponsible for administering the State's educational assistance 
programs-challenge this determination.7 We noted probable 
jurisdiction. 429 U. S. - (1976). 
III 
The Court has ruled that classifications by a State that are 
based on alienage are "inherently suspect and subject to close 
j udicial scrutiny." Graham v. Richardson, 403 U. S. 365, 
372 (1971) . See Examining Board v. Flores de Otero, 426 
U. S. 572, 601-602 ( 1976); In re Griffiths, 413 U. S., at 721; 
Sugarman v. Dougall, 413 U. S. 634, 642 (1973). In under-
7 Appellants also argue that the District Court should not have rea.ched 
t he question of the applicability of § 661 (3) to the loan program because 
appellee Rabinovitch, who alone challenged this aspect of the assistance 
program, had not been denied a loan. Henoo, appellants assert, he lacks 
standing. Early in the litigation, however, Rabinovitch submitted an 
unrebutted affidavit to the effect that he believed that he "ma.y require 
student loans to help cover the cost of" his education and that he was 
"barred from receiving a student loan simply because of [his] status as an 
alien." App. 71. Indeed, appellants conceded in the District Court, that 
any application from Rabinovitch for a loan would be refused because of 
§ 661 (3). 406 F . Supp., at 1235. It is clear, therefore, that Art. III 
adverseness existed between the parties and that the dispute is a concrete _,.---
one. The only obstacle to st.anding, under the circumstances, would arise- ~ 
from pmdent,ia.l considerations. And we see no reason to p~pone resolu_- __ _ 
tion of the dispute. Rabinovitch has been denied otheefo"rtn of~ nd 
little is to be served by requiring him now to go through the formality of 
submitting an application for a loan, in light of the certainty of its denial. 
See Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Corp., - U. S. - , -
(1977) (Slip op. 11) . Until oral argument, a.ppellants suggested no reason 
why the loan program should differ from the other forms of assistance. 
Tr. of Oral Arg. 7. In the absence of a more timely suggestion supporting 
" distinction among the forms of a.id, we think that nothing is to be gained 
by adjudicating the validity of § 661 (3) with regard to only two of the 
t hree prima,ry assistance programs. After a.JI, the single sta,tutory pro-
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taking this scrutiny, "the governmental interest claimed to 
justify the discrimination is to be carefully examined in order 
to determine whether that interest is legitimate and sub-
stantial, and inquiry must be made whether the means 
adopted to achieve the goal are necessary and precisely 
drawn." Examining Board v. Flores de Otero, 426 U. S., at 
605. See In re Griffiths, 413 U. S., at 721-722. Alienage 
classifications by a State that do not withstand this stringent 
examination can not stand.8 
Appellants claim that § 661 (3) should not be subjected 
to such strict scrutiny because it does not impose a classifica-
tion based on alienage. 9 Aliens who have applied for citizen-
ship, or, if not qualified for it, who have filed a statement of 
intent to apply as soon as they are eligible, are allowed to 
8 In Mathews v. Diaz, 426 U. S. 67 (1976), the Court applied relaxed 
,-wrutiny in upholding the validity of a federal statute that conditioned an 
• .!iPn 's eligibility for pa,rticipation in a federal medical insurance program 
on the satisfa ction of a durational residency requirement, but imposed no 
i;imilar burden on citizens. The appellants can draw no solace from the 
case, however, because the Court was at pa.ins to empha;;-ize that Congress, 
as an aspect of its broad power over immigration and naturalization, enjoys 
rights to distinguish among aliens that are not shared by the States. 
ld .. at 84-87. See Hampton v. Mow Sun Wong, 426 U. S. 88, 100-101 
(1976) ; De Canas v. Bica, 424 U.S. 351,358 n. 6 (1976). 
It, is perhaps worthy of none that the Medicare program, under 
con~ideratjon in Diaz, granted a permanent resident alien eligibilit,y when 
hE' had rPsided in the United States for five years. Five years ' residen ce 
i,.: also the generally required period under federa.l la.w before a.n alien 
may seek to be naturalized. 8 U. S. C. § 1427 (a). Yet, ironically, this 
i,; prpcisely the point that, in New York, a resident must petition for 
na t.ura.!ization or, irrespectjve of declared intent, he loses his eligibility 
for higher educa,tion assistance. 
~ Appellants also seem to assert that strict scrutiny should not be applied 
bPcause aid to education does not, deny an alien "access to the necessities 
of life." Brief for Appellants 21. The Court noted i,n Graham v. 
Richardson. 403 U. S., a.t 376, however, that classifications based on 
ali Pnage "a.re inherently ::lUSpect and a.re therefore subject to strict, judicial 
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participate in the assistance programs. Hence, it is said, the 
statute distinguishes "only within the 'heterogeneous' class of 
aliens" and "does not distinguish between citizens and aliens 
vel non." Brief for Appellants 20.10 Only statutory classi-
fications of the latter type, appellants assert, warrant strict 
scrutiny. 
Graham v. Richardson, supra, undermines appellants' posi-
tion. In that case. the Court considered an Arizona statute 
that imposed a durational residency requirement for welfare 
benefits on aliens but not on citizens. Like the New York 
statute challenged here, the Arizona statute served to dis-
criminate only within the class of aliens: aliens who met the 
durational residency requirement were entitled to welfare 
benefits. The Court nonetheless subjected the statute to 
strict scrutiny and held it unconstitutional. The important 
points are that § 661 (3) is directed at aliens and that only 
aliens are harmed by it. The fact that the statute is not an 
absolute bar does not mean that it does not discriminate 
against the class.11 Cf. Mathews v. Lucas, 427 U. S. 495, 
504-505, n. 11 (1976); 12 Weber v. Aetna Casualty & Sur-e ty 
Co ., 406 U. S. 164, 169, 172 (1972). 
10 The District, Court. dealt abmptly with appellants' contention: 
'·Thi;; argument defies logic. Those aliens who a,pply, or agree to apply 
1d10n eligible, for citizen,,hip are relinquishing their alien status. Because 
:;ome a liens agree under the statute's coercion to change their status does 
not alter the fact that the classification is based solely en alienage." 406 
F. Supp., aJ 1235. 
11 The element of voluntariness in a resident alien's retention of dis-
favored status is a recognized element in several of the Court's decisions 
,111 0 yet has not reduced the intensity of the scrutiny. See In re Griffiths, 
413 U. S., at 718 11. 1 (1973) (the alien was eligible for natura.lization but 
had not filed a declaraticn of intention :wd had "no present intention of 
doing so"); Sugarman v. Dougall, 413 U. S., at 650, 657 (REHNQUIST, J., 
dissenting) . 
12 The footnote reads in part: 
'·Tha,r the statutory classifications challenged here discriminate among 
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Appellants also assert that there are adequate justifications 
for § 661 (3). First, the section is said to offer an incentive 
for aliens to become naturalized. Second, the restriction on 
assistance to only those who are or will become eligible to 
vote is tailored to the purpose of the assistance program, 
namely, the enhancement of the educa.tional level of the 
electorate. Brief . for Appellants 22-25. Both justifications 
are claimed to be relp.ted to New York's interest in the preser-
vation of its "political community." See Sugarman v. Dou-
gall, 413 U. S. , at 642-643, 647-649; Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 
U.S. 330,344 (1972). 
The first purpose offered by the appellants, directed J_o..-wlrat 
they describe as some "degree of national affinity, G.Brief for 
Appellants 18, however, is not a permissible one for a State. 
Control over immigration and naturalization is entrusted ex-
clusively to the Federal Government, and a State has no 
power to interfere. U. S. Const. Art. I , § 8, cl. 4. See 
Mathews v. Diaz, 426 U. S. , at 84-85; Graham v. Richardson, 
403 U. S .. at 376-380; Takahashi v. Fish Comm'n, 334 U. S. 
410, 419 ( 1948). But even if we accept, arguendo, the valid-
ity of the proffered justifications, we find them inadequate to 
support the ban.18 
properly described as discriminating between legitima,te and illegitimate 
r bildren." 
rn In support of the ju:stificat.ions offered for § 661 (3), a.pprl!ants rrfer 
to a statement of purpose in legislation adopted in 1961 that substantially 
amended the State's aid programs. 1961 N. Y. Laws c. 389, § 1. But 
the statement i:ipeaks only in general terms of encouraging education so 
c1::: "to provide the broad range of leadership, inventive genius, and source 
of economic and cultural growth for oncoming generations," § 1 (a), and 
of developing fully a " reservoir of talent and fu ture leadership," § 1 (c)-
purpo::;es that would br served by extending aid to resident aliens as well 
as to citizens-and hardly supports appellants in clear and unambiguous 
tt'rm:s. ?vforeover, the statutory discriminat,ion against aliens with regard 
to certain Regents scholarships dates from long before. 1920 N. Y. 
Laws c. 502, § 1. And the ver~· 1961 legislation on which appellants rely 
t\holislwd the• stictutor~· disqualification of aJiens in favor of an adminis.--
. ... , 
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In Sugarman v. Dougall, 413 U. S., at 642, the Court rec-
ognized that the State's interest "in establishing its own 
form of government. and in limiting participation in that 
government to those who are within 'the basic conception of a 
political community'" might justify some consideration of 
alienage. But as Sugarman makes quite clear, the Court had 
in mind a State's historical and constitutional powers to define 
the qualifications of voters,1' or of "elective or important 
nonelective" officials "who participate directly in the formula-
tion , execution, or review of broad public policy." Id., at 647. 
See id., at 648. In re Griffiths, supra, decided the same day, 
reflects the narrowness of the exception. In that case, despite 
a recognition of the vital public and political role of attorneys, 
the Court found invalid a state court rule limiting the practice 
of law to citizens. 413 U. S. , at 729. 
, Certainly, the justifications for § 661 (3) offered by appel-
lants sweep far beyond the confines of the exception defined in 
Sugarman. If the encouragement of naturalization through 
these programs were seen as adequate, then every discrimina-
tion against aliens could be similarly justified. The exception 
would swallow the rule. Sugarman clearly does not tolerate 
that result. Nor does the claimed interest in educating the 
electorate provide a justification; although such education is 
a laudable objective, it hardly would be frustrated by includ-
ing resident a.liens, as well as citizens, in the State's assistance 
programs.1 5 
tra.tive rule . 1961 N. Y. Laws c. 391, §§ 2 and 18. See also §§ 7, 14, 
and 19. In fact, it a.ppea.rs that the state administrators of the aid 
programs did not find the purposes in the 1961 legislation that appellants 
urge, since between 1961 and 1969, when the precursor of § 661 (3) was 
adopted, resident aliens were allowed to receive tuition assistance awards. 
"Brief for Appellant.'> 15. 
• 14 See also Pe.rkins v. Smith. 370 F. Supp. 134 (Md. 1974), aff'd, 426 
1J. S. 913 (1976) . 
15 Although the record does not reveal the number of a.liens who are 
disqualified by § 661 (3), there is a suggestion tha.t, the number may be 
- -
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one. Accordingly, I will await Bill 
I must say, however, that our precedents - including 
my opinion In re Griffiths - certainly justify an opinion 
as you have written it. But the state interest here is, 
I think, perceptively greater than in our prior cases. 
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to earn a 
Engineers , _.J...o, 426 U.S. 572 (1976) (Puerto Rico 
statute permitted only U.S. citizens to practice as private 
civil engineers); In~~ Griffith, 412 U.S. 717 (1973) 
(membership in State Bar limited to citizens); Sugarman v. 
Dougall, 413 U.S. 634 (1973) · (participation in State's 
competitive civil service limited to citizens); Takahashi 
v _. Fish and Game Comm'n., 334 U.S. 410 (1958) (State statute 
denied fish:j_ng license to persons "ineligible to citizenship"); 
- - 2 - -
Truax v. Raich, 239 U.S. 33 (1915) (State constitution required 
employers to hire "not less than eighty (80) percent qualified 
electors or native-bo~n citizens of the United States"}; 
Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1886) (city ordinance 
discriminatorily enforced against aliens so as to prevent 
Chinese subjects, but not United States citize~s, from 
operating laundries within the city}. The only other case 
striking down a classification on the basis of alienage, 
Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365 (1971}, involved the denial 
of welfare benefits to aliens,· while similarly situated citizens 
were given such benefits to sustain life. The Court has 
noted elsewhere the crucial role which such benefits play in 
providing the poor with "means to obtain essential food, 
clothing, housing, and medical care." Goldberg v. Kelly, 
397 U.S. 254, 264 (1970) (footnote omitted). 
In this case the State is not seeking to deprive aliens 
of the essential means of economic survival. Rather, 
pursuant to its broad power to regulate its education system, 
the State has chosen to provide some types of individuals 
those it considers most likely to provide a long-range 
return to the local and national community -- certai~ added 
benefits to facilitate participation in its system of higher 
education. The State is certainly not preventing aliens 
. • ( 
( 
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from obtaining an education; it is agreed that appellees may 
attend New York colleges and universities on an equal 
footing with citizens. However, beyond that, the State has 
provided certain economic incentives to its citizens in 
order to induce them to pursue higher studies, which in 
the long run can b~ ~ benefit to the State. The State has 
not deemed such incentives as necessary or proper as to1:ho~ 
alien~ who are unwilling ·to declare their commitment to 
the State in which they reside by stating their intent to 
acquire citizenship. . · · c n ·_ 1 11 ..J. ! c....{-c;,.kc..s d(.o<.1-f.> Co"-~•·t.d,Pf\ 0 J" fl~ \..(.."-qE ✓ . 
In my view, the State7 Httl!3t:: be give!~ broad latitude in A . . 
carrying out such programs. Where fundamental personal 
- ~ c,... ~rA-a\U.-r~ '2d'-«CCi.-t,o~ ''7 ~r'""d):, rhec..T -
interests are not at stake/\ the State must be free to 
exercise its largesse in any reasonable manner. New York, 
like most other states, does not have unlimited funds to 
provide its residents with higher education services; it is 
equally clear that the State has every interest in assuring 
that those to whom it gives special help in obtaining -an 
education remairi ~ithin the State to practice their special 
drawn by the State is not a perfect one --
l:a,t:" . protltd..--
be -- it does a rational means to further 
skills. The line 
and few lines can ,... ,.__ 
the State's legitimate objectives. There is no State inter~st 
served by giving its resources to subjects or citizens of 
other countries who have been given permanent resident status 
~l'"CkAU~1C... . 
to secure~ educatio:r:i. Resident individuals who are 
( 
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citizens, or who declare themselves committed to the idea of 
becoming American citizens, are more likely to remain in the 
State of New York after their graduation than are aliens whose 
CO(.(~rN 
ties to their P.:1::a2e of origin are so strong that they decline 
A 
to sever them. 
I thus conclude that the State 
acted irnperrnissibly in refusing to 
of New York has not 
;-J-~ 
dispense limited tax 
. A. 
revenues to give assistance to aliens who by clear implication 
reject the opportunity to become citizens of the United 
States. Beyond the specific case, I am concerned that we 
not obliterate all the distinctions between citizens and 
aliens, and thus depreciate the value of citizenship. 
If a state desires -- and has the means -- nothing in 
the United States Constitution prevents it from giving ~r~~~ 
. ~ 
scholarships to aliens, even~those who reject United States 
citizenships. But nothing heretofore found in the 
Constitution compels a st?te to apply its finite resources 
to graduate school education of aliens who have demonstrated 
no permanent -attachmerit to the Uni~ed States and who refuse 
to apply for citizenship. It is true we are literally a 
"nation of immigrants," but not a nation of aliens. 
•• ·· .::c-- , -~u:pi-tmt Qland llf tltt ~ttittb j;hdts 
Jhudp:nghm. ~. QI. 2!Tffe)l.' 
CHA MBERS OF" 
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No. 76-208 Nyquist v. Mauclet 
MR. JUSTICE POWELL, dissenting. 
I am persuaded, for the reasons set forth in 
Mr. Justice Rehnquist's dissent, that New York's scheme of 
financial assistance in higher education does not discriminate 
against a suspect class. The line New York has drawn in this 
case is not between aliens and citizens, but between aliens 
who prefer to retain foreign citizenship and all others. 
"The system of alleged discr i mi nation and 
the clas s it defines have none of the 
traditional indicia of suspectness: the 
class is not sada l ed with such d i sabi l it i es, 
or subjected to such a history of purposeful 
unequal t r eatment, or re l egated to such a 
position of political power l essness as to 
command extraordinary p r otect i on f r om the 
majoritarian polit i ca l process." 
· San Antonio School Di~!~ v. Rodriguez, 411 
U.S. 1, 28 (1973). 
Our prior cases dealing with discrimination against all aliens 
as a class, In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717 (1973); Sugarman v. 
Dougall, 413 U.S. 634 (1973), and against sub-classes of 
aliens without regard to ability or willingness to acquire 
2. 
citizenship, Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365 (1971), do not 
justify the application of strict judicial scrutiny to the 
legislative scheme before us today. ~/ 
I also agree with Mr. Justice Rehnquist that the 
line New York has drawn in extending scholarship assistance in 
higher education is a rational one. I see no basis for the 
Court's statement that offering incentives to resident alien 
scholars to become naturalized "is not a permissible [purpose] 
for a State." Ante, at 8. In my view, the States have a 
substantial interest in encouraging allegiance to the United 
States on the part of all persons, including resident aliens, 
who have come to live within their borders. As the New York 
legislature declared in enacting a predecessor to the present 
financial assistance scheme: 
"The future progress of the state and nation 
and the general we l fare of the people depend 
upon the individual development of the 
maximum number of citizens to provide the 
broad range of leadership, inventive genius, 
and source of economic and ·cultural growth 
for oncoming generations." 1961 N. Y. Laws, 
c. 389, § l(a). 
As long as its program neither discriminates "on the basis of 
alienage," Graham v. Richardson, SUE.£~, at 372, nor conflicts 
with Federal immigration and naturalization poJicy, it is my 
view that New York legitimately may reserve its scholarship 
assistance to citizens, and to those resident aliens who 
declare their intention to become citizens, of both the Nation 
and the State. 
6/3/77 
FOOTNOTES 
~/ The Court's reliance on the personal status of 
the appellant in In re Griffiths is misplaced. Our 
observation that Griffiths herself was eligible for 
citizenship but did not intend to apply, 413 U.S., at 718 n. 
1, was hardly more than a factual "aside." The challenge in 
that case was to a Connecticut Rule of Court that flatly 
required an applicant for admission to the bar to be a citizen 
of the United States. Neither eligibility for naturalization 
nor intent to apply was relevant under the legislative 
scheme. There was no question that Griffiths had standing to 
challenge a classification against all aliens, just as Mauclet 
and Rabinovitch unquestionably have standing to challenge the 
classification before us today. Yet because the scheme in 
In re Griffiths "totally excluded aliens from the practice of 
law" , 413 U.S., at 719, we had no occasion in that case to 
consider whether a more narrowly tailored rule would be 
permissible. Had we done so, we would have confronted the 
additional question, not presented here, whether the exclusion 
improperly burdened the right to follow a chosen occupation. 
Cf. Takahashi v. Fish and Game Comm'n., 334 U.S. 410 (1948); 
Truax v. Raich, 239 U.S. 33 (1915). 
CHAMBERS OF 
JUSTICE POTTER STEWART 
-
~uµ:rttttt Q}llltrl .of ilt.t %rifth ~fat:t_g: 
~IUlfyingfott, 10. Qj:. 2!lffe)J,~ 
June 3, 1977 
76-208, Nyquist v. Mauclet 
Dear Lewis, 
-
Please add my name to your dis-
senting opinion in this case. 
Sincerely yours, 
Mr. Justice Powell 
Copies to the Conference 
() ~ I 
i/ 
/ 
• -~u:prtmt <!firurt irf tqt ~tb ~tatts-
'Jl'asfringLtn. tl). <!f. 20.;i)!.~ 
CHAMBERS OF 
.JUSTICE BYRON R . WHITE 
June 4, 1977 
No. 76-208 - Nyquist v. Mauclet 
Dear Harry: 
Please join me. 
Mr. Justice Blackmun 
Copies to Conference 
Sincerely, 
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MR. JusTICEJ PowELL, with whom MR. JusTICE STEWART 
jo~ , dissentUtg. 
I am persuaded, for the reasons set forth in MR. JUSTICE 
REHNQUIST's dissent, that' New Yorkf scheme of financial 
assistance in higher education does not discriminate against 
a suspect class. The line New York has drawn in this case 
is not between aliens and citizens, but between aliens who 
prefer to retain foreign citizenship- and all others .. 
"The system of alleged discrimination and the class it 
defines have none of the traditional indicia of suspect-
ness: the class is not saddled with such disabilities, or 
subjected ~o such a history of purposeful unequal treat-
ment, or relegated to such a position of political power-
lessness as to command extraordinary protection from 
the majoritarian political process." San Antonio School 
Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 28 (1973). 
.,,--
,$ 
')ur prior cases deaiing with discrimination against all a.liens 
as H class, In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717 (1973); Sugarman v. 
Dougall , 413 U. S. 634 \ 1973) , and against sub-classes of 
aliens without regard to ability or willingness to acquire citi-
zenship, Graham v. Richardson, 403 U. S. 365 (1971), do not 
.i ustify the application of strict judicial scrutiny to the legis-
lative scheme before us today.* 
•The C-Ourtj' reli,nee on the personal status of the •P"'110nt in In "I¥. 
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NYQUIST v. MAUCLET 
I also agree with MR. JusTICE REHNQUIST that the line 
New York has dr1'-wn in extending scholarship assistance in 
higher education is a ration&l one. I see no basis for the 
Court's statement that offering incentives to resident alien 
scholars to become naturalized "is not a permissible [purpose] 
for a State." Ante, at 8. In my view, the States have at 
substantial interest in encoura.ging allegiance to the United 
States on the part of all persons, including resident aliens, 
who have come to live within their borders. As the New 
York Legislature declared in enacting a predecessor to the 
present financii~I assistance scheme: 
"The future progress of the state and nation and the 
general welfare of the people depend upon the individual 
develo:riment of the maximum number of citizens to pro-
vide the broad range of leadership, inventive genius, and 
source of economic and cultural growth for oncoming 
generations." 1961 N. Y. Laws, c. 389, § 1 (a). 
As long as its program neither discriminates "on the basis of 
alienage," Graham v. Richardson, supra, at 372, nor conflicts 
with federal immigration and naturalization policy, it is 
my view that New York legitimately may reserve its scholar-
ship ass1sta:pce to citizens,tof both the Nation andlstate. 
Griffiths is misplaced. Our observation that Griffiths herself was eligible 
l or cit izenship but did not intend to apply, 413 U. S., at 718 n. 1, was 
ha rdly more than a factual "aside." The challenge in that case was to 
a Connecticut Rule of Court that flatly required an applicant for admis-
sion to the bar to be a citizen of the United States. Neither eligibility 
for naturalization nor intent to apply was relevant under the ~is~ 
scheme. There was no question that Griffiths had standing to cha.Jlenge a 
classification against all aliens, just as Mauclet and Rabinovitch un.ques-
tionably have standing to challenge the classification before us today. 
Yet because %he scheme in In re Griffiths "totally excludf aliens from 
the practice f law", 413 U. S., at 719, we had no occasion in that case 
to consider w ether a more narrowly tailored rule would be permi&>ible. 
Had we done ' so, we would ha,ve confronted the additional question, not 
presented here, whether the exclusion improperly purdened the ri 
follow a chosen occupation. Cf. Takah~hi v. Fish ame Comm'n,. 
J:34 U. $. 410 (194S) ; T1'1J.(1,X v Raich, 439 U.S. 33 (1915). 
---
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a suspect class. The line New York has drawn in this case 
is not between aliens and citizens, but between aliens who 
prefer to retain foreign citizenship and all others. 
''The system of alleged discrimination and the class it 
defines have none of the traditional indicia of suspect-
ness : the class is not saddled with such disabilities, or 
subjected to such a history of purposeful unequal treat-
ment, or relegated to such a position of political power-
lessness as to command extraordinary protection from 
the majoritarian political process." S'an Antonio School 
Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 28 (1973) . 
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I also agree with Mlt. JusTICE REHNQUIST that the line 
New York has drawn in extending scholarship assistance in 
higher education is a rational one. I see no basis for the 
Court's statement that offering incentives to resident alien 
scholars to become naturalized "is not a permissible [purpose] 
for a State." Ante, at 8. In my view, the States have at 
substantial interest in encouraging allegiance to the United 
tates on the part of all persons, including resident aliens, 
who have come to live within their borders. As the New 
York Legislature declared in enacting a predecessor to the 
present financial assistance scheme : 
"The future progress of the state and nation and the 
general welfare of the people depend upon the individual 
development of the maximum number of citizens to pro-
vide the broad range of leadership. inventive genius, and 
source of economic . and cultural growth for oncoming 
generations." 1961 N. Y. Laws, c. 389, § 1 (a). 
As long as its program neither discriminates "on the basis of 
alienage," Graham v. Richardson, supra, at 372, nor conflicts 
1Yith federal immigration and naturalization policy, it is 
Griffiths is misplaced. Our observa.tion that Griffiths herself was eligible 
fo r cit izenship but did not intend to apply, 413 U. S., at 718 n. 1, was 
ha rdly more than a fac tunl "aside." The challenge in that case was to 
a Connect icut. Rule of Court that fta.tly required an applicant for admis-
,ion ro the ba r to be a citizen of the United States. Neither eligibility 
for nat uraliza tion nor intent to apply was relevant under the Connecticut 
scheme. There wa.s no question t.hat Griffiths ha.d sta.nd.ing to challenge a 
c-lassificat ion aga inst all a liens, just as Mauclet and Rabinovitch un.ques-
tionabl~· have standing to challenge the classification before us toda.y . 
\' C' t heea 11,c the ~chcrne in In re Griffiths "totall~· exclud[ed] aliens from 
the pract ice of law", 413 U . S., at 719, we had no occasion in t ha.t case 
to con,;ider whether a more narrowly ta.ilored rule would be permissible. 
H,1d we done so, we would have confronted the addit.ional question, not 
presented here, whet her t he exclusion improperly burdened the right to 
fo llow 11 chosen occupa tion. Cf. Takahashi v. Fish & Game Comm'n11 
.'f{4 f'., R 4JO ( 1948) ; Truax. v. Raich, 239 U.S. 33 (1915 ) . 
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my view that New York legitimately may reserve its scholar-
ship assistance to citizens, and to those resident aliens who 
declare their intention to become citizens, of both the Nation 
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MR. JusTICE POWELL; with whom MR. JusTICE STEW ART \ 
joins, dissenting. . 
I am persuaded, for the reasons set forth in MR. JusTICE 
REHNQUisT·s dissent that New York's scheme of fina.ncial 
assistance in higher education does not discriminate against 
a suspect class. The line New York has drawn in this case 
is not between aliens and citizens, but between aliens who 
prefer to retain foreign citizenship and all others. 
"The system of alleged discrimination and the class it 
defines have none of the traditional indicia of suspect-
ness : the class is not saddled with such disabilities, or 
subjected to such a history of purposeful unequal treat-
ment, or relegated to such a position of political power-
lessness as to command extraordinary protection from 
the ma,ioritarian political process." San Antonio School 
Dist. v. R odriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 28 (1973). 
ur prior cases dealing with discrimination against all aliens 
,1s fl class. In re Griffiths , 413 U. S. 717 (1973); Sugarman v. 
Dougall, 413 U. S. 634 (1973), and against sub-classes of 
a1iC'llS without regmd to ability or willingness to acquire cit.i-
ienship Graham Y. R ichardson_ 403 U. S. 365 (1971) . do not 
,-,tify tliC' app icatio 1 of st rict judicial scrutiny to the legis-
':,ti\·P schemp lwfore us today.* 
·Tlw ('t,urr ·s r<' lian('e on tllP personal tatus of the appellan~ in In r.e; 
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NYQUIST v. MAUCLET 
I also agree with Mft. JusTICE REHNQUIST that the liue 
New York has drawn in extending scholarship assistance in 
higher education is a rational one. I see no basis for the 
Court's statement that offering incentives to resident alien 
, scholars to become naturalized "is not a permissible [purpose] 
for a State." Ante, at 8. In my view, the States have at 
substantial interest in encouraging allegiance to the United 
tates on the part of all persons, including resident aliens, 
who have come to live within their borders. As the New 
York Legislature declared in enacting a predecessor to the 
present financial assistance scheme : 
"The future progress of the state and nation and the 
general welfare of the people depend upon the individual 
development of the ma.ximum number of citizens to pro-
vide the broad range of leadership. inventive genius, and 
source of economic and cultural growth for oncoming 
generations." 1961 N. Y. Laws, c. 389, § 1 (a). 
As long as its program neither discriminates "on the basis of 
alienage," Graham v. Richardson, supra, at 372, nor conflicts 
with federal immigration and naturalization policy, it is 
nriffiths is mispla.ced. Our observa.t.ion that Griffiths herself was e.Jigible 
for citizenship but did not inte nd to apply, 413 U. S., at 718 n . 1, was 
ha rdly more than a factual "a~ide ." The challenge in that case was to 
a Con necticut. Rule of Court that flatly required an applicant for admis-
sion to the bar to be a citizen of the Unjted States. Neither eligibility 
for naturnlization nor intent to apply was relevant under the Connecticut I 
<'Cherne. There was no question that Griffiths had staniling to challenge a 
dassification agai nst all aliens, just as Ma.1.1clet and Rabinovitch unques-
t iona.bl)· have standing to challenge the classification before us today. 
Y(•t be(·au,e t he ~cheme in In re Griffiths "totall)· exclud[ed] aliens from 
rlw pra.ct ice of 1,iw", 413 U. S., at 719, we had no occasion in that case 
to con,-ider whether a more narrowly ta.ilored rule would be permissible. 
H:1d we done so, we would have confronted the addit.ional question, not 
presented here, whether the exclusion improperly burdened the right to 
fo llow a chosen occupation . Cf. Takahashi v. Fish & Game Comm'n" 
:f14 f'.,S.410 (1948) ; Truax,y . Raich,239U. S.33 (1915) .. 
76-208-DISSENT (A) 
NYQUIST v. MAUCLET 3 
my view that New York legitima.tely may reserve its scholar-
ship assistance to citizens, and to those resident aliens who 
declare their intention to become citizens, of both the Nation 
and the State·. 
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MR. JusTICE PowELL, with whom THE CHIEF JusTICE 
and MR. JUSTICE STEWART join, dissenting. 
I am persuaded, for the reasons set forth in MR. JusTICE 
REHNQUIST's dissent that New York's scheme of financial 
assistance in higher education does not discriminate against 
a suspect class. The line New York has drawn in this case 
is not between aliens and citizens, but between aliens who 
prefer to retain foreign citizenship and all others. 
"The system of alleged discrimination and the class it 
defines have none of the traditional indicia of suspect-
ness: the class is not saddled with such disabilities, or 
subjected to such a history of purposeful unequal treat-
ment, or relegated to such a position of political power-
lessness as to command extraordinary protection from 
the majoritarian political process." San Antonio School 
Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 28 (1973). 
Our prior cases dealing with discrimination against all aliens 
as a class, In re Griffiths, 413 U. S. 717 ( 1973); Sugarman v. 
Dougall, 413 U. S. 634 (1973), and against sub-classes of 
aliens without regard to ability or willingness to acquire citi-
zenship, Graham v. Richardson, 403 U. S. 365 (1971), do not 
justify the application of strict judicial scrutiny to the legis-
lative scheme before us today.* 
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I also agree with MR. JUSTICE REHNQUIST that the line 
New York has drawn in extending scholarship assistance in 
higher education is a rational one. I see no basis for the 
Court's statement that offering incentives to resident alien 
scholars to become naturalized "is not a permissible [purpose] 
for a State." Ante, at 8. In my view, the States have at 
substantial interest in encouraging allegiance to the United 
States on the part of all persons, including resident aliens, 
who have come to live within their borders. As the New 
York Legislature declared in enacting a predecessor to the 
present financial assistance scheme: 
"The future progress of the state and nation and the 
general welfare of the people depend upon the individual 
development of the maximum number of citizens to pro-
vide the broad range of leadership, inventive genius, and 
source of economic and cultural growth for oncoming 
generations." 1961 N. Y. Laws, c. 389, § 1 (a). 
As long as its program neither discriminates "on the basis of 
alienage," Graham v. Richardson, supra, at 372, nor conflicts 
with federal immigration and naturalization policy, it is 
Griffiths i~ misplaced. Our observation that Griffiths herself was eligible 
for ci tizenship but did not int~md to apply, 413 U. S., at 718 n. 1, was 
hardly more than a factual "aside." The challenge in that case was to 
a Connecticut Rule of Court that flatly required an applicant for adnus-
,;ion to the bar to be a citizen of the United States. Neither eligibility 
for naturalization nor intent to apply was relevant under the Connecticut 
scheme. There was no que;tion that Griffiths had :;taJ1ding to cha.Henge a 
classifica.tion against all a li en<,;, jm,i as Mauclet and Rabinovitch unques-
tionably have sta.nd ing to challenge t he classification before us today. 
Yet becau:;e the scheme in In re Griffiths "totally exclud[ed] aliens from 
t,he pra ctice of hLw", 413 U. S., at 719, we had no occasion in that case 
t,o consider whether a more narrowly ta.ilored rule would be permissible. 
Had we done so, we would have confronted the additional question, not 
pre;;ented here, whether the exclusion improperly burdened the right to 
fo llow a chosen occupation. Cf. Takahashi v. Fish <~ Game Comm'n,. ' 
3:34 U.S. 410 (1948); 'l'ruax. v. Raich, 239 U.S. 33 (1915) , 
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iny view that New York legitimately may reserve its scholar-
ship assistance to citizens, and to those resident aliens who 
declare their intention to become citizens, of both the Nation 
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